
Home Learning Tasks – Year 3  

Week beginning: 4.5.2020 

English tasks:  

LO: To be able to recognise key features of a set of instructions. 

 

1.  Go online to Oak National Academy ( https://www.thenational.academy/) 

 

 

 

2. Select online classroom (Green Tab). 

3. SCROLL DOWN to select the green (SUBJECT) tab labelled “To find lessons 

in a particular subject”, please select subject.  

*Do not forget to scroll down to find the Green Subject Button (don't 

select the purple subject button). 

 

 

 
 

4. Next, select Year3. 

5. After that, select English. 

6. Finally, click on Instructions: Reading Comprehension- Fact Retrieval. 

 

https://www.thenational.academy/


 

 
 

 

ACTIVITY 

 

Follow the instructions above and complete the following. 

 

1) What title would you give these instructions? Why is a title important? 

2) Should these instructions include a date? Give reasons for your answer. 

3) What key features can you see in these instructions? Please list them. 

4) How did these features help or not help? 

5) How can these instructions be improved? What could you add, change, or 

delete (for example you could comment on the detail and the language used). 

6) What is the purpose of a set of instructions? 
 

Maths Tasks: 

 Times table practise: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8- and 10-times tables 

 Mathletics: Fractions of a Collection 

 Mathletics: Fractions of a Collection 2 

 Mathletics: Model Fractions 

 Mathletics: Part-whole rods 2 

‘Other’ Task:  

RE: LO: The meaning of sin and the examination of life (conscience).  

Christians try to live as Jesus lived.  Choosing wisely is important.  There are 

some things that will help in making a good choice: 

 

⦁ To pray and ask for help. 

⦁ To get advice from someone you trust and know makes good choices. 

⦁ To think about the possible consequences of the choices.   

⦁ To ask will it have a good effect on yourself and on others? 



 

Many Christians pray every day for the help they need to make good 

choices.  Every day, usually before going to sleep, many Christians ‘examine their 

life’ (‘conscience’).  This means that they think about what has happened during 

the day and how they have tried to be the kind of person that God who loves 

them, wants them to be.  They think about what they have done during the day – 

the good choices they have made for which they say thank you, and the bad 

choices for which they are sorry.  The wrong choices which are done on purpose 

are sins – that is something that spoils or breaks friendship with God and with 

other people.  Sin is anything that breaks God’s law of love.  It is always 

something that has been done on purpose, not accidentally, or it is something we 

should do and purposely do not do it.  This is the process of examining your life, 

conscience. 

 

ACTIVITY 

 

Write a short prayer about the choices that we make. You may decorate 

your prayer with appropriate symbols. An example of a prayer has been 

given below. 

 

   

Holy Spirit, you are with us when we choose. 

For our good choices and the joy of making them, we thank you. 

For the joy they bring us and others, we thank 

you.                                               

For the hurt we have done to others, we are sorry. 

Help us to take time to think about the consequences of our choices. 

We ask you to help and guide us. 

Amen. 

 

Geography: A local study – draw a sketch map of the inside of your home. Label 

each room. An example can be seen in the video below; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-HCtH6fD54 

Science: Look at the “balanced plate”; What are your favourite foods? Which 

type of foods are they? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-HCtH6fD54


 

Art/DT: Sketch/paint a bowl of fruit. 

 

French: ‘Colours’ activity - https://www.french-games.net/frenchtopics  

 

PE: Yoga (Cosmic Kids), Just Dance, Kidz Bop – can all be found on YouTube. 
 

Suggested websites 

PurpleMash (login in back of home learning book) 

Mathletics (login in back of home learning book) 

YouTube: Cosmic Kids, Just Dance, Kidz Bop 

BBC Bitesize 

Horrible Histories 

Pobble 365 

https://www.french-games.net/frenchtopics

